Grammar / Proofreading Software or App for Word
Does anyone use a grammer checker to help with letters, pleadings, etc.

I've heard of WordRake and Grammarly and Whitesmoke. When I look for
reviews they all look like paid reviews from webpages that get a commission.
So is anyone using one?

I use Grammarly and like it a great deal. I don’t have it integrated into all of my
programs, however, like email.
(I can’t speak for the others.)

Kelly Phillips Erb, Pennsylvania
Corel provides Grammartik with WordPerfect.
Deb Matthews, Virginia

Whoops, just caught that you were asking about Word. Must be time for lunch.

Deb Matthews

I'd be interested if anyone is using Briefcatch as well. I just don't like the
monthly pricing model.
John Strong

One is integrated in WordPerfect and it works well. :)
Darrell G. Stewart, Texas

I use the free version of Grammarly which I have it set up in MSWord and
Outlook. It is more than sufficient for my needs. The only disadvantage is the
email offers for upgrading to the paid premium version.
Peter T. Clark, Massachusetts

What version of word are you using?

At least my version has a grammar check built in.

Go to the "Review" drop down menu and on the extreme left is "Check
Spelling and Grammar".

Give it a shot; I think it's pretty basic, on the other hand, it's built in and
doesn't cost anything and I'm not sure how much more sophisticated the
'paid' programs are.
Ronald Jones, Florida

Free version of Grammarly. Even use it as my keyboard on my phone to catch
all the fat finger typos on social media (well most of them anyways)

Erin M. Schmidt, Ohio

I love Wordrake. It is one the best additions to our software in a long time. All
my computers have it now.
Robert "Robby" W. Hughes, Jr., Georgia

